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OUR TOTAL WORLD OUTREACH
100 MILLION NEW READERS
Over 100 million people in 114
third-world countries will learn
how to read this year! But
for most of them, there is no
Gospel literature in their mothertongue, because over 70% of all
Christian literature is printed in
the world's European or Western
languages. That is why our
total production of free Gospel
literature is aimed at the more
isolated tribal languages of the
world.

REACHING THEM !
With your help and by God's grace,
we printed 12 new translations of
the Gospel message last year
for these rural communities in
114 third-world countries. In total
we are printing 549 of these
tribal languages now at a rate
of 864 thousand copies per
month, for free distribution in
these lesser reached and nonChristian villages. And the results
are most encouraging by God's
grace (see pages 3 to 6) !

RESULTS
JUST A FEW EXTRACTS FROM THEIR LETTERS !
According to the letters and Emails we receive daily from the 114 thirdworld countries where our Gospel literature is being distributed free of
charge in non-Christian communities, we know that last year, at least
18,122 people in these non-Christian communities did accept Christ as
their personal Saviour as a result of God's anointing on these Heart of
Man books and other shorter Gospel messages. And as any research
agency will confirm from their own experience of such feedback, that
is only the tip of the iceberg ! There are without doubt many other
people whose lives are also affected in a similar way through this
Gospel literature, who simply do not think of actually writing a special
letter to the publishers of that book or pamphlet in South Africa! But
the letters and Emails we do receive are most encouraging, and I'm
sure they will also be a real inspiration and blessing to you, just as
they are to us here at A.N.G.P. !
BURKINA FASO
YOUR LITERATURE IS WORKING MIRACLES HERE !

Reels of printing paper being delivered to our Mission Press
in South Africa, where we are printing, folding, cutting and
binding over 284 km of paper every month, to produce these
Gospel books and messages for free distribution in 114 thirdworld countries.
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PHOTO PREVIOUS PAGE !
I have been blessed to receive
your wonderful and anointed
books, and I have given most
of them out now already with
what I can only describe as
unexpected results! I have
never seen people's hearts
opened for the Gospel like
this before. The reaction has
been amazing! One Pastor
used the large Heart Pictures,
and even after 3 presentations,
the church members still asked
him to continue with these
presentations so that more
could come and see. Even
in schools, God has been
working in the hearts of the
students, and the testimonies
are amazing! Even when I
gave a copy to a Muslim Fulani
in his mother-tongue, he was
so glad to receive this book,
that he started to read straight
away, and was still reading
when I left. I can only say
that your literature is working
miracles here in Burkina Faso,
and many souls are being led
to Christ!
Edmond Zongo, Ougadogou,
Burkina Faso.
IVORY COAST
FROM MUSLIM, TO SUICIDE,
TO CHRIST.
I am a woman of 42 years
of age. I am married to a
Muslim man, and we have
4

4 children. My own family
is also Muslim. As a child
I went with my friends to a
Christian church, and I came
to know Christ. But because
of the pressure of my family
and my Husband's family, and
our Muslim village, I remained
a Muslim. But I had no peace
in my heart. So I also started
to visit people involved in the
occult and fetishes, and I
even travelled to neighbouring
countries to see them, and
invited them to come and stay
in my home to protect me and
my family. But then I became
very ill, and the spirit of death
followed me every evening,
and I became very troubled
and depressed. One day I
couldn't take it anymore, and
I decided to kill myself. The
devil had taken full control of
my life. I wanted to be alone
in my room so that I could
end my life. But before I had
that opportunity, somebody
gave me your book about
Man's Heart, and I could see
that my heart is similar to the
pictures of the hearts in your
book. This really helped me to
open my heart to Jesus Christ,
and after my conversion to
Christ, I was completely set
free from my depression and
from the occult and from my
fear of being rejected by our
Muslim families. I have now
even been baptized, and now I
have peace in my heart! This

whole change in my life came
about after I read the Heart of
Man book, and I want to thank
you for the way your book has
helped me in my life !
M. Dembele, Abidjan, Ivory Coast.
GHANA
I MYSELF, THEN MY FAMILY,
THEN OTHERS !
Your Heart of Man book has
done a wonderful thing for me,
and for my family, and our
neighbourhood! I myself was
living a sinful life without any
interest in spiritual things, and
so were my wife and children.
This led to many problems
between us at home, and we
were not living a happy life.
I saw a man giving out free
books in the street, and I also
took one for myself. I did not
expect to get what I did,
because I got a book that
day that changed our lives!
Your Heart of Man book spoke
deeply to me, and I saw the
real condition of my heart.
That was the first time that
I really began to think about
God. And about a week later,
I opened my heart to accept
Jesus Christ as my Lord and
Saviour. Then I told my wife
and children about this, and
I also gave them your book
to read and see the pictures
of the hearts. About 2 weeks
later, they also opened their

hearts to receive Jesus Christ,
and that changed many things
in our relationship with one
another at home. So me of our
neighbours started to notice
a change in our family, and we
invited them to come and study
these heart pictures with us.
And in this way 2 families in
our neighbourhood have already
also opened their hearts to
follow Jesus Christ, and we are
all going to the same church
now here in Obuasi.
E. Osei, Obuasi, Ghana.
SOUTHERN AFRICA
ORPHANS LED TO CHRIST
Our parents died some time
ago, so that we grew up since
then as orphans. Fortunately
we could still go to school,
but apart from that we had
very little guidance in life. My
older brother Shoudder Dee,found your book about the
Heart of Man, and we were
shocked to see things that
we did not know about how
our hearts work ! 'We saw our
hearts in your book, and we
knew that we must open our
hearts so that Jesus Christ can
clean them and fill our hearts
with good things! Now with
Jesus in our hearts, we don't
feel like orphans anymore,
because we have someone
who is always with us to lead
us through life!
Tapiwa Dee, Jerera, Zimbabwe.
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INDIA

BRAZIL

2 HINDUS LED TO CHRIST

MY BROTHER AND
A DRUG DEALER

Thank you for the literature
you sent to me. Your literature
speaks to every person’s inner
heart, and delivers them from
their bondage to sin. I met a
man on the train and gave
him your Heart of Man book,
explaining to him about the
sinful nature of the heart of
man, and the love of Jesus. He
was very glad to take the book,
and he sat reading the book
very carefully. He was of our
Hindu faith, and was looking
for peace from the many gods
we have but had not found it
anywhere. By God's grace he
has now opened his heart to
receive Christ ! Another man
by the name of Rao is a cloth
merchant who sells his cloths
from street to street. When I
met him in the street, I gave
him your book with the heart
pictures, and later I had a good
response from him when he
gave his heart to Jesus, and
confessed that Jesus is the
true God! I am truly blessed
to have the opportunity to use
your Gospel literature and to
experience these conversions
to Christ!
Gabriel, Chennai, India.
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G od ca ll ed m e t o be a
missionary, and I have spread
the Word of God in the slum
areas (favelas) in my country,
and many people have been
accepting Jesus through your
literature, especially the Heart
of Man booklet. Thanks to
you my own brother Ricardo
accepted
Jesus
Christ
through your Heart of .Man
booklet, and today he is a
church elder, and preaches the
Word of God! Your literature
is a channel of great blessings
here in Brazil. Last year a
drug dealer in one of those
slums (favelas) went to his
room to commit suicide. He
opened a drawer to prepare
things, and in the drawer, he
found your tract "The Heart
Transplant" which he had just
thrown in the drawer together
with other things a long time
ago. He started to read the
tract, and God began to work
in his heart! That evening
he came to the church and
opened his heart to Jesus
Christ. God set hirn free from
those drugs, and. today he
is also an evangelist with us
here in my city Mogi Das
Cruzes!
Pastor de Amorim, Mogi Das
Cruzes, Brazil.

QUESTIONS PEOPLE ASK US !
What is the “Heart Book” which is so often referred to by people
who have been led to Christ through your ministry?
DESCRIPTION
Our evangelistic Heart Book contains a series of ten heart-shaped
pictures, illustrating the various
spiritual conditions which exist in
people with regard to their spiritual relationship with God. These
pictures are easy to understand,
including illustrations which appeal strongly to more rural thirdworld people. These pictures are
accompanied by a text which
explains the spiritual significance
of each picture, including many
quotations from both the Old and
New Testaments.
ORIGIN
The first known booklets of this
nature appeared in Europe as far
back as 1678, including a French
edition in 1720 and a German in
1732, with one of the first editions published for the missionfield being the Chinese edition
of 1879. In 1928 the founder of
this A.N.G.P. Mission, Rev. J.R.
Gschwend, designed a set of 10
heart pictures specifically for use
in third-world mission countries,
and wrote a strong Gospel message to accompany those pictures, and published the first
Heart Book as we now know it
in Africa in 1929. Since then we
have translated this mission book
into over 549 tribal languages,

for 114 third-world countries, in
each case adapting the content
as far as possible to the particular culture of that specific tribe.
IMPACT
Missionaries all over the world
have found this Gospel presentation exceptionally successful in
penetrating the barriers of heathen prejudice and cultural bias
in third-world tribes, and sometimes even in Western European
nations themselves! This impact
has now also been increased
by the fact that these Heart
Books are now also available on
cell phones on internet worldwide at www.angp-hb.co.za !
COPYRIGHT
In order to preserve the excellent
reputation which these books already have in so many different Church denominations and
mission countries, we control the
content internationally as far as
possible by means of the Copyright Publishing Act, under which
legislation no part of this mission
book may be reproduced in any
way without our specific permission. This ensures that people
all over the world may use our
Heart Books with complete confidence for the free propagation
of the Gospel of Christ!
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LITERACY IN MUSLIM VILLAGES
NEW TRANSLATION PRINTED !
80% of the Macua people who
live in Muslim villages in the
North of Mozambique, cannot
read or write. When Grant Franke
was called to go and work in
that part of Mozambique as a
missionary, he soon realized that
literacy classes in these Muslim
villages could open the door for
the Gospel message to reach
these people. But then he would
need a simple Gospel booklet with
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illustrations and explanations for
these people to practice to read
their own language. So he started
to train literacy teachers to make
boards from which the people can
copy the alphabet and numerals
(see photo), and he started to
make up a team to help him
translate our Heart of Man book
into their Macua language. That
was no easy task, because of the
fact that there are several dialects
of this Macua language, and 2

different orthographies
in use in this region!
In
other
parts
of
Mozambique,
many
Macuas have adopted
Christianity, in most
cases mixed with their
old traditional beliefs. But
in this region the villages
are Muslim, and "they
are Muslims who have
very little openness to
other religions. There is
also a high syncretism
between their Islam
and animism. Pray for
the completion of Bible
translation in this group's
primary
language".
Joshua Project. Yes,
there is a great need for
the Gospel message in
these villages. And now
offering them literacy
classes, as well as a richly illustrated book in their own mothertongue, is opening the door for the entrance of the Gospel
message into these Muslim villages. And by God's grace Grant
Franke could report to us eventually that "the booklets have been
very well received, and are playing an instrumental role in the
evangelism we are busy with! I am presently looking for ways to
get the rest of these books to us (we printed them at our ANGP
mission press in South Africa). But with present travelling conditions
being very dangerous, we may have to consider flying them in."
Please also pray with us that God will continue to use these
Macua Heart Books to open the hearts of people in these Muslim
villages to the message of salvation in Christ!
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THE MOST IMPORTANT THINGS IN LIFE
AREN‘T THINGS !
Our lives seem to revolve around
things - needing them, getting
them, having them, keeping them.
And they are important! A roof
over our heads, clothing, food and
so much more! But we can have
all these things, and still feel that
our lives are empty, that we seem
to have nothing really to live for.
Because of course in the end, we
don't just live for things. What
makes our lives really worth living
is much more than that. Having a
worthy goal and purpose in life,
interacting with other people in a
meaningful way, our spiritual relationship with God, these are the
kind of "things" that
make

our lives really worth living! And
when God says to us in 1 Peter
2:9, "You are a chosen generation, ... chosen to proclaim the
praise of God, who has called
you out of darkness into His marvellous light", then we know that
we really have something wonderful to live for, a very special goal
and purpose in life! And then
our direct personal involvement in
something that really is reaching
people all over the world with the
message of Christ, does give us
that wonderful opportunity to fulfil
this magnificent goal and purpose
in our lives by God's grace, and
that is no small thing!

our Heart Book and our shorter
Gospel message, "Who will
set me free?" translated into
her mother-tongue, she was
very keen to help because of
her own conviction, and also
because of her desire to help
somehow to inform more people
in her tribe of the message of
Jesus Christ, and especially also
the younger generation in the
schools. So she secretly helped
to work on this translation of
the Heart of Man book and tract
into her mother-tongue, and
finally handed her manuscripts
to Mr. Adema, who forwarded
it on to us for printing. Having
done this, we started to send
consignments of these Kurumfe
Heart Books and tracts to Mr.
Adema, who shared them with

those who could leave copies
of these messages in places in
those Kurumfe villages where
people would be sure to find
them and examine them ! We
are only reporting this now 6
years later, since we did not
want to endanger the safety
of the teacher or Mr. Adema
while they were involved in
this project. But according to
the reports we have been
r eceiving, t he number of
Muslim conversions to Christ
have been increasing steadily
over these part 6 years, and
eternity alone will reveal the
full extent of the role these
Heart Books and tracts have
played by God's grace in these
conversions to Christ in these
Muslim villages !

A TEACHER IN A MUSLIM SCHOOL
NEW PEOPLE REACHED !
The Kurumfe tribe in the
Northern part of Burkina Faso
are predominantly Muslim. That
has made it very difficult for
anyone in their tribe to convert to
Christ openly, since they would
be rejected by their family and
the tribe in general, and could
lose any public posts they may
be working in, such as public
administration or teaching. And
jobs are not plentiful in this
region! In the eastern part of
this region the Islamic law is
very strictly enforced, while in
the Western part, their older
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traditional heathen beliefs are
more tolerated by the Muslim
majority. But there are only very
few Christians in this Western
region, and even less in the
East! God laid these people
on the heart of a Christian by
the name of Badini Adema (see
photo), who knows this Kurumfe
region well, although he is not
fluent in their language. But he
knows a woman who is a
teacher in one of these Islamic
Kurumfe schools, although she
opened her heart to Christ. And
when he approached her with
the possibility of helping to get
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RULED BY AN ATHEIST GOVERNMENT !
NEW PUBLICATION PRINTED
FOR THE NEW GENERATION
Small wonder that of the
greatest cruelties practiced on
our planet, this should be in
a country ruled by an atheist
government. Where God has
no place in people's hearts and
minds, their conscience can
become corrupted by satan to
the level of evil where torture
is irrelevant, where skinning
animals alive, roasting animals
alive, and even eating animals
alive is openly practiced,
completely legal and acceptable.
And even their appetite for
bats and snakes remains part
of their culture, in spite of
the deadly viruses that have
been transmitted in this way
to humans, killing thousands of
people in China and all over
the world in the past years.
These people really do need
God to set them free from
the rule of satan. Of course,
not all Chinese participate
in such evil practices! In
fact 9% of the population in
China are Christians. But they
are powerless to stop those
godless customs. Only a deep
personal encounter with God,
can change the hearts of those
who commit these atrocities.
And that is why God laid the
simplification of the script of
our Chinese Heart Book on
the heart of Jacques Visser
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(see photo). Most of the younger
generation Chinese find it more
difficult these days to read the
old traditional Chinese script,
and prefer the simplified Chinese
script which is becoming more
popular now in China. It took
him and his Chinese contacts
3 years to help us change
our Heart Book and our Two
Roads Gospel message into
this simplified Chinese script,
which has now been printed
and already distributed in
various parts of China. We
could include no other photos
in this report (except this one
of Jacques Visser in China),
since their official claim of
freedom of religion in China, is
not practiced in reality, resulting
in arrests and punishments
against committed Christians,
which has forced sincere
Christians to operate illegally
in so-called underground
Christian communities. Please
pray with us and with the
Chinese Christian community,
that God will anoint each one of
these Heart Books and tracts,
to bear fruit in the hearts of
the readers, to add more and
more families to the sincere
Christian community in China,
and especially also those who
could be influential in changing
some of those evil practices in
China.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR
CHRISTMAS GREETINGS !
Your special greetings to us, and the gifts of love earmarked "for
the A.N.G.P. mission staff", made Christmas 2020 and the start
of the new year 2021 a very memorable one for us all here
at A.N.G.P. ! What an encouragement it has been to us all, to
know that so many children of the Lord are standing so closely
together with us in God's service. And what an inspiration it has
been to us again, to give our best in the service of the Lord,
remembering you also specially in our prayers, as we enter the
new year 2021 together, as co-workers with one another, each
making our own specific contribution to the proclamation of the
Gospel message in the more isolated and even unreached tribes
and communities of the world. It is a privilege to work with you,
and we want to greet you very heartily from
The Gschwend family
together with all the co-workers and staff of
All Nations Gospel Publishers !
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ALL NATIONS GOSPEL PUBLISHERS
ORIGIN
A Swiss soldier by the name of J.R. Gschwend fell into the hands of
German forces in the 1st World War, was accused of espionage, and
sentenced to death. In his death-cell he experienced an extraordinary
spiritual awakening, and found God in a remarkable way. When the
German forces released him without explanation, he dedicated his life to
the service of God, qualified as a minister of religion, and left by ship
for Africa in 1921 where he eventually established this Gospel Literature
Mission in 1935. His san Manasseh and eventually his grandson Eugene,
both qualified ministers of religion, continued the work, resulting in today's
world-wide Gospel Literature Mission of 85 years standing, growth and
experience.
OBJECTIVE
Since its establishment in 1935, the objective has been to translate
the Gospel message into the unreached languages of the world's more
isolated communities, to print these Gospel booklets, and to distribute
them free of charge in these more isolated and even unreached communities. Today, approximately 1 700 tribal languages are still without any
part of the Bible in print, and over 6 474 more isolated tribes have still
not been effectively penetrated by the Gospel message, involving no less
than 1 630 million people who are still registered today as completely
unreached with the Gospel!
ANNUAL OUTREACH
New translations of the Gospel message: We complete and print from
12 to 20 new translations every year for isolated tribes and unreached
languages.
Printing: We print just on to 10.4 million copies of the Gospel message every
year at our own Mission Press, as well as in several other countries.
Distributing of Gospel literature free of charge: We sort, pack and
distribute an average of 700 consignments of free Gospel literature every
week world-wide.
Languages and Countries reached: At present we print and distribute
in exactly 549 tribal languages, with free distribution campaigns in 114
third-world countries.
MESSAGE
Our free Gospel literature is of a very basic nature, designed to present the simple Gospel message to those who know nothing about the
Christian faith in the world's more isolated and even unreached communities. We therefore avoid as far as possible any contentious doctrinal
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issues related to specific church organizations, and specially design the
message to relate in a practical way to the particular culture, customs
and idiom of each specific tribal community.

RESULTS
The testimonies we receive in the letters reaching us daily from 114
third-world countries, prove that many people in those more isolated nonChristian communities, are being led to Christ through this free Gospel
literature by God’s grace (see pages 3 to 6) ! And in the process, we
are also with God’s help reaching new languages with the message of
salvation in Christ!
FINANCING
Since 1935, this mission has operated in faith, trusting God to supply
financially in the form of donations made to this work by children of the Lord
who feel led to make their own personal contribution towards bringing
the Gospel to the world's more isolated and even unreached communities.
This mission therefore relies solely on the donations now being received
to finance its operation. The miracle is that although it is not our policy
to ask for finances or to make our needs known to the public even for
special projects, somehow, every month, God lays this matter on people's
hearts, and God honours the faith of His children !
CONTROL
The A.N.G.P. Mission in South Africa is accountable to its head-office in
Switzerland, from where this work was established in 1935, and registered
in South Africa as an "Association not for gain". In accordance with South
African law, the Mission's books are audited annually by a firm of registered
auditors, reports are lodged locally and at our head-office in Switzerland,
and the Mission is operated in South Africa under the control of a member of the Swiss A.N.G.P. Mission Board - Rev. Eugene Gschwend, a
qualified and ordained minister of religion of 44 years standing.
YOUR INVOLVEMENT
Your own personal involvement does make a difference, as you help directly
to make this work and these results possible by:
 PRAYING earnestly with us for the salvation of precious souls.
 GIVING financially to make God's Word available to isolated communities.
 INFORMING others about this outreach for wider prayer support.
 MAKING USE of our free Gospel literature to witness to others.
THE GOSPEL MUST FIRST BE PUBLISHED AMONG ALL NATIONS !
Mark 13:10
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THOSE WHO PROVIDE THE SUPPLIES
AND THOSE WHO GO INTO BATTLE
WILL ALL SHARE EQUALLY IN THE REWARD !
Samuel 30 : 24

Should God lay it on your heart to contribute directly yourself, to place

the Gospel message in the hands of people in non-Christian communities,
in the world's more isolated regions, you can do so by making a deposit
directly into the Bank account of A.N.G.P., which funds are used directly and
exclusively for the translation, printing and free distribution in 114 third-world
countries, of this Gospel literature now in 538 of these more isolated
tribal languages.
Bank details:
Account Name: All Nations Gospel Publishers, Standard Bank, Pretoria Branch,
Branch no. 010045, Account no. 010002057. Swift Code SBZAZAJJ.
N.B. Please include your surname and telephone number on your deposit
to the Bank, so that we can receipt your deposit! If you are not a regular
contributor, it would be a great help if you could send us the details of your
deposit by E-Mail or Fax, which would enable us to receipt your deposit
correctly. Please send your E-Mail to info@angp.co.za, or your Fax to
+27 (0)12 327-2578. Thank you !

God will not forget what you have done for Him,
or the love you have shown Him !
Hebrews 6:10

